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Introduction
There is more than enough evidence to prove that the mRNA shots are deadly. They do

not stay at the vaccine site as health authorities promised, and the spike protein travels

to tissues and organs throughout the body to cause serious harm.

In fact, our top experts have exposed how these gene-editing jabs actually alter DNA

and turn the body into a spike protein production factory. The result has been millions of

injuries and there are still more to come.

That’s why experts are also sharing vital information about how to disarm the deadly jab

by removing its harmful ingredients from your body. Detoxing from these vaxxes won’t

happen overnight, and even if you don’t think you’ve been affected, experts still

recommend you detox.

Some people are having sudden, deadly symptoms that appear what seems to be

overnight. This amazing eBook has been put together using some of the best vaxx

detox and injury recovery advice shared by world-renowned experts, Dr. Bryan Ardis

and Dr. Henry Ealy.



Dr. Henry Ealy

Q: “What are the dangers of the vaxx and is detoxing or recovery possible pst-jab?”

Dr. Henr� Eal�: We have a big problem here, there's literally over 2 billion people

walking around the planet now that are officially genetically modified organisms. And we

have to figure out what it's gonna take to help restore their original genome, if that's

even possible. And I believe it is possible, so that's why I'm sinking my teeth into this

problem.

This is probably the greatest problem ever before unleashed on humanity. That would

be, now this to me in my opinion, supersedes Hiroshima and Nagasaki in terms of

what's been unleashed on humanity. So when we look at this, the thing that's very

interesting is the more we look, to me, the more I've found God living in every cell of our

human body, you know? And it's really a beautiful thing to see that we believe that this

is possible for people to heal. But I wanna be really clear with everyone. We have three

designations as I see it, in terms of injured people, post shot, and that is mild, moderate,

and severe. And my opinion on the severity has a lot to do with which cell type the lipid

nanoparticles actually uploaded into. If they upload it into, for example, epithelial cells or

some organs, it's a much lesser issue of us being able to use nutrients and out of

phagocytosis to effect a full recovery. And we've had patients who've had a full recovery

in those mild situations. It's when you get into the moderate and the severe expressions

of the post-shot injuries that what we are seeing is that I feel 100% confidence that we

can stabilize anyone from declining any further. That I feel insanely confident about.

But, taking the next step to actually detoxify the system and then taking the next step

after that to regenerate the system, we are still learning how to do that. And I think we

wanna be really clear with everybody in the audience because I wanna make sure we're

not giving any false hope. Hope is I think, our greatest currency right now. We have to

make sure that it's spent very frugally, I think, with everyone, and that we're not

misleading anyone. I've heard some people out there claiming that I've said things that I

haven't said. And so, I just wanna, from my own voice, be very clear with everyone.



When it comes to recovery from moderate and severe injuries following the shots, we

are still learning. Okay? And that to me, I think goes for everyone. I can't speak for

every team out there because I don't work with every team out there. Maybe there's

somebody that's really solved something and we get to learn from them, right? And I'm

in learn mode right now in a big way, but I wanna make sure that we don't misrepresent

the work we were doing. The challenge before us is enormous. We're talking about

learning how to put the cell and the body into a state of healing, whereby the cell can

actually cut out segments of DNA that shouldn't be there. And this is based upon,

Jonathan, the Lund University study that showed that the mRNA sequences actually

reverse transcribe within 6 hours, and now they reverse transcribe into DNA and can

upload into the host organism's DNA.

So everything the CDC said about it being impossible to modify your DNA is a lie.

Everything that the harmaceutical industry has said about this is a lie. This do modify

DNA. So, it's not a vaccine, it's not even gene therapy. And it's not gene therapy for this

reason. The modification is coding for making the spike protein. And the spike protein

we know is injurious in and of itself. We know it injures mitochondria. We know it injures

cells. We know it injures cardiovascular systems. We know it injures the heart. We know

it injures the brain. We know it injures reproductive glands. We know all of these things.

So if the product that has - that they are trying to make or get your cells to make is

injuries, it cannot be considered therapeutic.

We have to call things what they are. This is a genetic modification shot. It's an

experimental genetic modification shot. And now the CDC has done something

completely unconscionable and authorized this for babies in the United States when

other countries aren't even doing that. So, that should tell you how captured and corrupt

our system is by the pharmaceutical industry. What I'm saying to you is that even with

all of that being facts, your body still has God living within every cell, and your body still

has the innate ability to heal. In my belief system, when we put the body in the right

environment, and that starts with the cell, getting the cell in the right environment. And

it- A big part of this, Jonathan, is autophagocytosis. It's something I've been talking

about for now over a year relative to recovery for these shots, so - or should say



recovery from these shots. So, what we're after here is making sure that we are telling

people there is hope because there is. But also making sure we're telling people that the

road to realize that hope is not easy. That road to realize that hope is not guaranteed for

every single person. And that road to realizing that hope is something that we are all

learning how to create a smoother road for people embarking upon this. Can we stop

the decline? Yes, I've seen that happen in the most severe cases, so I can say that

confidently, yes.

Can we detoxify those people and help get them to the next stage? Yes, we can. But

we're learning in some of the most severe cases how challenging that is because of

how these shots have disrupted how cells communicate with themselves and with each

other. And then, we have the last step, which is regeneration. And regeneration is very,

very difficult to even get to, but it's a place that we have to get to because that's where

the healing of the genome is going to take place. So, let me be really clear with

everybody. We don't have it all solved right now and we don't have it all solved for

people who are in severe cases. But you have people with great hearts and great

knowledge bases and a lot of humility working very hard every day to solve this problem

as fast as we can. And I'm just privileged to be one of those many people who are

working on these problems. So if you're online and right now and watching this, can you

give us an amen on that? So we all understand that we're working from the same page

now, when I'm teaching.

Dr. Bryan Ardis

Q: "Does vaccines cause brain tumors? And if so, what's the treatment?"

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: Great question. There's a few diseases that we know these will

trigger. The mRNA themselves, it's already been determined, will actually destroy what's

called alpha interferon. And Stephanie Seneff out of MIT published a great paper. Peter

McCullough is actually a co-author on it, where she goes through research studies

galore evaluating that cancer and tumor growth are accelerated with the mRNA

injections. So what's the best treatment? I'm gonna say it right here. You need to get on



nicotine right away and do that for about 14 days straight, two-milligram tablets chewed

in the morning, two in the evening. Put a patch on once a day, some kind of nicotine

agent to get the body to let go of venom or the weaponized spike proteins, which

Chinese and French researchers said were genetic small snippets of venom protein

called a peptide.

But I would use nicotine. I would also use each of the things I discussed already with

the vaccines, which was glutathione, NAC, Vitamin C and EDTA. And then you should

consider getting a form of choline, C-H-O-L-I-N-E Choline, there's a brand or a

formulation called CDP Choline. It actually will bind to those receptor sites where the

mRNA injections are causing so much harm and problems in the brain and other parts

of the body. But Choline is specific for neurological tissue. That's what I would

recommend.

Q: "Should people who made the mistake of taking the shots and had no known side

effects be doing anything proactively to prevent future possible problems besides not

taking any more?"

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: I would absolutely be concerned. I would take Vitamin C every day

at 5,000 milligrams. Split that up throughout the day because it's water soluble, and

you'll pee it all out every two hours. I would also recommend NAC and selenium. I

personally would do that for at least a year to try to dilute, remove, denature anything

that was possibly in the shots, even if you didn't get any symptoms. And thank God you

didn't. Until we can confirm there's some kind of placebo shots that

Q: Eva Maria, "Can you tell us something about the new discovery of hydrogel and

graphene oxide found in some COVID injections?"

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: So graphene oxide, hydrogel - hydrogel by far is in there. The

hydrogel supposedly is showing up in all organs of the body, 28 different organs they've



confirmed. Novavax who just got the actual approval for a COVID-19 shot, they own the

patent to this hydrogel. They produced in 2019 articles where hydrogel was getting

absorbed into testes, ovaries, spleen. They gave the whole thing. Yes, these are

problematic and most likely in there. Graphene oxide, by the way, is in all kinds of stuff

now. It's in our food. They're actually spraying it in the air. It's everywhere. It's a very

commonly used ingredient for some reason. I would call it an adjuvant in all kinds of

stuff.

Q: My husband's in the military and had to get the jab. I did not. He received the

Johnson & Johnson. Are there risks to our future children?"

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: Absolutely. The concerns would be, are they gonna impact him and

his fertility? Spermatogenesis, sperm fertility. If you guys don't have any children yet,

future children, yes. It could be a concern, absolutely. Carol asked, "If a non-vaccinated

person caught the COVID from someone who had recently taken the shot and wasn't

feeling good, what does being exposed to the spike protein do to a non-vaccinated

person?" Well, the person who got sick, getting the shot is obviously going to have more

symptomatology typically than someone who is shed on because you're injecting

millions, maybe even billions of particles of mRNA gene sequences into the body to get

your body to generate its own spike proteins. The more poison that's getting injected

into the person receiving the shots is going to be way more toxic and problematic than

the individual who's just being shed on some particles they're breathing in or touching

on their skin. But good question.

Q: "Can you simplify a proven detox from the vax with using only one product that will

rid the body of the venom?" You have one product besides urine, Jonathan?

Jonatha� Ott�: One product besides urine that would do, for example, yeah. You

mentioned all the ones that I think are winners. The other winner would be fulvic acid.

Its history on helping with remediate spider bites, an example, envenomation of spiders.



It's there in the records of with fulvic that it's ability to detoxify the blood I think is

profound from my research. So I'd look into fulvic, have a look at the studies around it.

It's been used in the cleanup of Chernobyl, as an example. So which is obviously

radioactive metals, all these types of things. But from my research, venoms actually do

have some overlap with metals in their behavior. And so, it's interesting that some things

that work to bind metals, like people will use things like bentonite clay, zeolite. I would

hypothesize that zeolite could also be very good based on the record I've seen and how

it helps people basically.

I see a lot of people that have had a lot of different medications and basically drugs like

medications through their body, where our research is pointing towards the fact that this

could be overlapping with venoms and a lot of these medications are using venoms.

And then I've looked at all the things that have been working very well to help rid the

body of all the residue of the toxins that it's had from either medications, toxic

exposures. And I'm seeing fulvic, zeolite and bentonite clay as being some really

amazing detoxifiers. And I have seen some evidence so far that it's very helpful for

envenomation.

Q: "Please, please help. If you go to the dentist and you need an anesthetic injection in

your mouth, could they also on the sly inject the COVID-19 vaccine in your mouth, along

with the anesthetic at the same time without your consent?"

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: I have not actually heard that dentists are administering the

COVID-19 shots. That doesn't mean they couldn't, but maybe an oral surgeon could

possibly at a surgical center. I would actually, if you haven't considered this or studied

this yet, I would actually consider a biological dentist.

If you don't have a dentist right now that you trust or you want to switch to, I only trust

biological dentist personally. I don't like any dentist that use formaldehyde or fluoride or

mercury. I don't like that. So, I've always had a biological dentist. My kids always have.



You can find them in your area. But typically, they're not gonna administer the vaccines.

I don't think- But I would, if I were you to protect yourself, you can actually have a

advanced medical directive filled out and taken to any health professional and make

sure you hand that over, that states, "I do not consent to getting a COVID-19 shot under

any circumstance." And then you get that notarized. We have a document at

thedrardisshow.com. Click resources, and then the very first form on the left, Forms,

Documentations, click it. Very first form is a free advanced medical directive.

Q: “My pregnant daughter had the jab before her eyes were opened. Can't she do

anything to protect or heal herself and the unborn baby while she is pregnant? And if

not, how early can something be done for the newborn? Could you please advise how

babies are affected by the maternal jab and what can be done to help them? Thank you

so much for all you both are doing."

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: Well, this is probably the scariest scenario I would consider for

anybody with the COVID-19 shots is if you're pregnant and got these shots, this is the

scenario I would be most concerned with also. The shots themselves are causing

massive amounts of neurological problems. It affects what's called syncytin-1, which is

an actual gene that attaches the placenta to the uterus wall that allows for blood flow to

get to the baby for nutrition and food.

This actually makes that separate. It kills syncytin-1, makes it detach or the placenta

from the uterus wall. That would be a concern for the pregnancy and outcome of the

baby, obviously, and the mother. But as far as the baby, and I'm not sure anyone

understands this or everyone does, but the female's body, the mother uses the baby as

a place to detox because they know the baby's going to eventually leave the body. So

any toxins poisons that are being injected into the mom, they often get put into the baby

because the body of the mom knows the baby's going to eventually leave. So it's very

detrimental all around. I'd be concerned also. I would use Vitamin C as often as

possible, selenium, NAC, and I would also consider, man, I would consider everything

we've already talked about here for sure. And I would also consult your OB-GYN.



Also you can communicate probably with Christiane Northrup, Jim Thorp, these are

great individuals or follow them on their Substacks. They're doing great jobs of

educating people on the concerns around these pregnancies. And they're horrible. It's

awful. But I would also consult with your OB-GYN to find out, "Am I okay to take this

based on your blood work and medical history? Can I take NAC, selenium, Vitamin C

during my pregnancy? Is there any concerns?" I would at least ask.

Q: "My granddaughter got the kill shots months ago and now seems to come down with

colds almost monthly. I'm sure it's because her immune system is compromised." I'm

sure it is too. "I'm trying to decide how best to help her with the protocol she will actually

follow. I will buy what she needs, but if I start her out slow and simple, she will more

likely be the most receptive to what I grandma, want her to do. Suggestions? I'm so

grateful for everything you do for humanity. Much love to Dr. Ardis, Ealy and Jonathan

Otto for your selfless commitment to education and healing. Hope to give you all a hug

someday."

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: Alright so, question is about the concerns with the daughter,

granddaughter, having colds almost monthly and their immune system. Alright, so the

immune system is primarily governed by three organs, your bone marrow, your spleen

and your thymus gland. The thymus sits right behind your sternum, the spleen is on the

left side of your lower ribcage across from where your liver is and then your bone

marrow is obviously inside all your skeleton. I actually would recommend selenium at

200 micrograms every day with Vitamin C and zinc supplementation. Start out with

5,000 milligrams of- or even a thousand milligrams of Vitamin C just to get her to do it

and then daily. And then do zinc at 20 milligrams twice a day with food. And then with

selenium, it's 200 micrograms. The bone marrow and the thymus gland need selenium

to even govern white blood cell production, which is your ability to fight infections, your

antibodies. So, support her immune system.



Q: "My son took the first two shots and now suffers with depression. What's your best

advice to detox it out of his body?"

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: Anybody who's gotten the mRNA shots and actually has symptoms,

I don't care what they are, they could be cognitive like depression or emotional, they

could be arrhythmias, myocarditis, fatigue, it doesn't matter, anything showing up after

the shots, I would consider contacting an infusion center near you and have maximum

doses of glutathione and Vitamin C injected as often as they will allow. Let them do their

medical workup and then tell you how much Vitamin C or glutathione you should do.

And I would do it every day to get that crap out of you. Also, I would do the nicotine, by

the way, to get the body to let go of the venoms if they've hit the brain stem, which they

do.

Q: "Can you tell us more about the aggressive cancer scene after the jab?"

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: Yes. There are three primary cells in the human body that are part of

your immune system that regulate cancer cells from spreading or growing. These are

actually called alpha interferon is the first one, second is tumor necrotic factor, third is

toll-like receptors. All of these nonstop are keeping your body from allowing metastatic

cancer or enlarging of tumors in your body to occur. These mRNA shots, as published

by Stephanie Seneff along with co-author Dr. Peter McCullough, they published a paper

in February, it's peer-reviewed and approved and published, but the mRNA shots are

destroying the alpha interferon and when you destroy that you can't activate toll-like

receptors or tumor necrotic factor to stop cancers from spreading throughout the body. I

hope that helps answer that. And just so you know, nerve growth factor and epidermal

growth factor are two components of venom that accelerate cancer growth and Dr.

Stanley Cohen figured that out in 1956, that venoms would do that to tissue in the body.

Q: "Do they know what is in the new mRNA flu vaccine and the possible side effects?"



Dr. Brya� Ardi�: If we do, I haven't seen them, but I wouldn't trust anything mRNA

right now it's been unproven to be safe and effective. So far, I wouldn't- I would not

inject any of these new mRNA flu combo vaccines in any child or adult ever. In fact, the

flu vaccines, by the way, are a total sham and lie. So please don't fall for that narrative.

They're lying to you every year about how many people die from the flu in America.

They lie to you about the numbers. They're actually dying from complications of

pneumonia, not the flu, but they're telling you it's the flu. They've actually created this,

the CDC did, to actually scare all of you that you're dying of the flu and you're not. So

just let go of the flu narrative and the flu shots in general.

Q: "My dad got four kill shots. He had three stints last month. I'm sure related. My friend

got three kill shots. She now has leukemia. What, if anything, can they do to survive

this?"

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: We've given out the recommendations here. Folic acid was a great

one. Unfortunately, this is very sad, but I actually would, and I'm sure Jonathan Otto

would agree, anybody who's developed cancers like leukemia after these shots, I would

consider talking to Dr. Rashid Buttar. Go to drbuttar.com, D-R-B-U-T-T-A-R.com. They

have a clinic in North Carolina that has been very successful for years helping kids with

autism and people with cancer and the therapy they use is involving some of the stuff

we've talked about earlier in this recording, but absolutely that's where I would go first,

Dr. Buttar.

Yeah, it's interesting. I was with Dr. Stanislaw Burzynski, you're familiar I think Dr. Ardis,

in a court proceeding in Texas, in Austin and he was using- and it was yet another case

that was against him to try to take his license off him. He was using a very similar

therapy to Dr. Buttar. They were using antineoplastons, extractions from urine, but

because it wasn't from people's own supplier, Dr. Buttar was saying, well, a lot of his

patients, Dr Buttar- sorry, Dr. Burzynski's patients would go end up at Dr. Buttar's office



because he was using people's own signature through their own urine to reintroduce it

into the body and the acronym is ARSOTA and he was using that.

And again, some of these clinics, they're quite expensive to go to and that's all part of it,

but then as well like, there are ways as well. I know that one of my colleagues, Marcus,

he has a viatical settlement where basically, if you've got an insurance policy, how to

cash it in so that you can take that money and then go use it on natural instead of on

the hospitals. And so, if people want to know about that, go ahead and just reach out to

us just through email, you can just respond to any of our emails and we can pass you

on that contact. So, there's ways to do that.

Q: "What is the website that lists the vaccine codes and what is really in them?"

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: What's in the vaccine codes? I'm not sure what the codes are, but

what's the website that lists the vaccine codes. If you go to the FDA's website, they list

the emergency use authorization vaccine ingredients list. It's on the EUA document. So

on Google or DuckDuckGo, just type in like " Moderna COVID-19 EUA ingredients," and

it'll pull it up. It'll pull up the FDA's website, click that, and it'll take you right to it.

Q: "What are the best resources to give to someone to help educate them on the
vaccines and to help them understand why you did not get vaccinated?"

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: I personally would send you to Dr. Sherri Tenpenny's website. I would

send you to her information. She actually has on her site Vaxxeter, V-A-X-X-E-T-E-R,

vaxxter.com, I believe that's what it's called. You can look it up. But on her website,

she's got a presentation she created in a PDF, it's 40 ways in which the mRNA

COVID-19 shots can cause disease or kill you and did an entire PDF presentation.

Q: “How can you turn off the spike proteins in your body from the COVID vaccine and
how long is the treatment needed?”



Dr. Brya� Ardi�: So we just mentioned, if it's venom that I believe is in there - I

actually am almost convinced but not the whole world is, but I am from everything I've

been looking at for the last six months - that it really could truly be that the term spike

protein. This is Dr. Ardis' opinion, could really just be snake proteins. And snake

proteins is actually what venom is made of. So, if they're making your body- if they're

injected with mRNA from snakes, that actually generates your body to make venom,

that would be a snake protein or a spike protein. Regardless, we know that the spike

proteins damage 28 different tissues in your body.

So do venoms, it's no different. The Salk Institute said the spike proteins, which

researchers in France said the spike proteins had the most similar genetic sequence of

two parts of Chinese king cobra's venom and the crate snakes' venoms. So, if the spike

protein is venom, as the French scientist said, that was and the Chinese researcher

said in the beginning of the pandemic, and they're injecting supposedly mRNA to make

our body make spike proteins to protect us from COVID supposedly, that means we're

making proteins that look identical to venoms from the King Cobra and from the

Chinese crate snakes based on their genetics research analysis of spike proteins called

SARS-CoV-2 or on that virus. So, how can you turn off the spike proteins I mentioned

here a minute ago?

That which is a great question. If you're gonna get your body to stop making the spike

proteins, you've got to figure out how to get the mRNA from stopping entering itself into

the cells of the body and then inserting itself into your DNA to generate spike proteins or

snake proteins. And that what the researchers who made these shots, their names are

Drew Weissman and Katalina Kariko, what they what they used for the last 13 years,

paid by Anthony Fauci to do gene editing therapy to make spike proteins in your body.

They used snake venom to get the genetic material into your DNA. And I mentioned just

a minute ago, it's glutathione, Vitamin C, and N-acetyl cysteine, along with EDTA, fulvic

acid that I would recommend also, you've got to put this stuff into your body.

The manufacturers of this snake venom component actually say if you mix this with

snake venom phosphodiesterase, which is what the makers of these COVID-19 shots



were using for the last 13 years to do gene editing therapy to make spike proteins, if the

makers of that stuff say you cannot mix snake venom phosphodiesterase with these

natural compounds, it totally inhibits the mechanism of injury of this snake venom

component. Every single one of you need to be taking this stuff orally or intravenously to

get it out of your body. It destroys it per the manufacturer anyway.

Q: "What is the best protocol to heal from the shot? Both my kids had to get it in order
to keep their jobs. So far, they seem fine, but as a mother, I'm worried about their
future."

Dr. Brya� Ardi�: You should be worried about their future. We're all worried about

their future. So Patty, I will tell you this, based on what I know, absolutely, I would

recommend the fulvic acid. And looking into that and learning more from Jonathan on

that. I will speak to you what I know from the people who created these shots. They

actually said that they used snake venom phosphodiesterase to damage cells, to cut

DNA and RNA in order to do gene editing therapy. If you go to purchase snake venom

phosphodiesterase from a company, which you can do, they actually mentioned that

there's 4four things you can't mix in any tissue or in the lab or in a human or in an

animal, if you're using snake venom phosphodiesterase. And those 4four things are

glutathione, NAC - (N-acetyl cysteine), Vitamin C, and a form of EDTA. I just want to

speak to this because it's phenomenal.

And I didn't know this until last week, actually. I was studying up the additional benefits

of apple pectin powder. Like Jonathan just mentioned, that fulvic acid was used to help

clean up the radiation leak at Chernobyl in order to get the cesium 137 radiation out of

people that were exposed to Chernobyl's explosion and Fukushima's Japanese nuclear

power plant leak in 2011 and is still going on right now. What they found binds to and

removes that radiation poisoning, the best was apple pectin powder. What I didn't know

about apple pectin powder is that apple pectin powder with N-acetyl cysteine and

selenium helps the body make glutathione, which is what protects every cell in the body.

It's an antioxidant that the liver makes that protects every cell in the body from



continuous damage, from poisons, infections, pathogens, and heavy metal poisoning,

you name it.

Conclusion
In this eBook, we shared comprehensive information from top experts about the

dangers of the COVID jab and what people can do to get rid of the toxins it puts into

their bodies.

It’s clear that whether you’ve been injured or not, detoxing is still really important. These

shots are causing harm to your body that you can’t see. They turn your body into a

spike protein production factory and this can cause serious harm to your organs,

especially your heart.

And like with any disease or ailment, natural medicine takes a holistic approach to

healing. This means that there is more than one proven and effective way to detox your

body and recover post-jab. Hopefully, using this life-changing information that Dr. Ealy

and Dr. Ardis shared, you’ll be well on your way to optimal health.


